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Phony Scare Tactics? Would a Pre-Election
Homeland Terrorist Attack Help or Hurt Hillary?
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America hasn’t experienced a terrorist attack in modern memory. Innocent patsies were
wrongfully  blamed  for  officially  announced  ones,  and  others  allegedly  foiled  –  9/11  the
mother  of  all  false  flags.

Would  Hillary  or  Trump  benefit  from  a  pre-election  incident,  proclaimed  a  terrorist
attack? CBS News cited unnamed sources, saying “US intelligence has alerted joint terrorism
task forces (about) al Qaeda (perhaps) planning attacks in three states (believed to be New
York, Texas and Virginia) for” November 7 – the day before US elections.

According to an unnamed senior FBI official, “(t)he counterterrorism and homeland security
communities remain vigilant and well-postured to defend against attacks here in the United
States.”

The FBI, working with our federal, state and local counterparts, shares and
assesses intelligence on a daily basis and will continue to work closely with law
enforcement and intelligence community partners to identify and disrupt any
potential threat to public safety.

Fact: Al Qaeda is a US creation, supported in Syria and other countries where its fighters are
deployed – unlikely to bite the hand feeding it.

CBS reported phony scare-tactic information supplied by Washington sources. If an incident
occurs, it’ll be state-sponsored, an American tradition.

In the wake of last June’s Orlando false flag, followed by incidents in New York, New Jersey
and Minnesota, Trump blamed Obama, saying:

“We’ve been weak. Our country’s been weak. We’re letting people in by the thousands, the
tens of thousands. I’ve been saying we’ve gotta stop it. Hillary Clinton wants to increase”
the refugee numbers Obama let in.

Hillary said

“I’m the only candidate in this race who’s been part of the hard decisions to
take terrorists  off the battlefield.  The kinds  of  rhetoric  and language that  Mr.
Trump has used is giving aid and comfort to our adversaries.”
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So who’ll  benefit or be disadvantaged by a pre-election false flag [alleged threat or actual
event] hours before polls open?

Neither most likely, unless power brokers, at the 11th hour, decided they erred in choosing
Hillary, cut a deal with Trump assuring he’ll support their agenda, and intend anointing him
Obama’s successor by electoral-rigging if necessary.

It’s unlikely to go this way. But given America’s deplorable state, anything is possible with
an important reminder. So-called US democracy serves its privileged few alone.

No matter  who holds top executive,  congressional  and judicial  posts,  the dirty system
continues – each administration and its supporting caste exceeding the ruthlessness of its
predecessors since the neoliberal 90s during the two-term Bill and Hillary co-presidency,
America’s most notorious crime family.
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1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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